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WORKER COMFORT IS ONE OF TODAY’S 

TOP WORKPL ACE ISSUES. ORGANIZ ATIONS 

ARE BEING CHALLENGED TO SUPPORT 

WELL-BEING AND DIVERSE WORK ST YLES 

THROUGH THE STR ATEGIC INVESTMENT OF 

LIMITED RESOURCES.

Jive 

With their wide range of shapes, sizes, and bases, Jive® tables help ensure 

employees are able to do their best work by providing comfortable 

solutions that support a variety of postures and activities. Practical 

design features—including thoughtful color and finish options—create 

variety and efficiency in group and social space planning, for seamless 

integration and easy reconfiguration.
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From Formal to Informal Meetings

With an expansive offering of 11 top shapes, Jive conference tables  

give you a vast array of design possibilities. The bridge base is available 

in five heights, or choose the round or extruded post leg base, offered 

in three heights. A foot rail, die-cast aluminum feet, and casters are 

available, as well. Support both formal meetings and casual gatherings 

through a breadth of application variety to fit small meeting spaces, 

large conference rooms, and everything in between.

Sit, Stand, Collaborate

Jive collaborative and side tables complement 

work and social spaces where people gather for 

everything from quick collaborations to casual 

lounge conversations. Fixed-height X-base 

options provide comfort for lounge, seated, 

and standing postures, while the disc base 

offers height adjustability to promote movement 

and foster well-being. Power accessibility is 

accommodated with power-ready base and 

worksurface cutout options.



Design Choices

Jive tables offer design freedom with an 

array of shapes, sizes, and bases, as well 

as high-pressure laminate and premium 

veneer finished tops. Jive Swivel has an 

edgeband, while all other Jive tables are 

available with an edgeband or knife edge 

to maintain the aesthetic of your choice. 

Bases in a wide range of paint colors 

coordinate with any environment.

Adapt the Layout as Needed

In dynamic applications where learning occurs, Jive training and 

multipurpose tables are easy to move and reconfigure. A variety of 

top shapes and three multi-purpose heights ensure workstyle needs 

are met. Rectangular tops have an available flip-top option to store 

tables easily. C-leg and T-leg tables offer power-ready base and 

worksurface cutout options for easy power accessibility. Jive Swivel 

features a magnetized, tool-free mechanism to quickly align and 

attach multiple tables, move them in formation, and detach them 

just as easily.
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Invest in Business Success 
As organizations grow and evolve, changing business 
strategies and employee needs impact space design. 
Haworth is your trusted partner to help align people and 
space for optimal performance.

To learn more, visit haworth.com/jive.
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